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Abstract

The influence of sight and common internal pulse on the musicians experience of stage acoustics are not much investigated. Many acoustic parameters based on impulse response measurements are available to describe the room but few of them correlate well with the musicians’ own experiences. This thesis focuses on timing for symphony orchestras. Timing is an important part of stage acoustics for symphony orchestras. The goal for the musicians is that the instruments shall sound tightly synchronised for the audience. Large distances between musicians in symphony orchestras may create sound delays up to 60 ms between different instrument groups and to the audience. If the musicians use hearing, without seeing each other and referring to their internal feeling of pulse, this would result in bad synchronisation and retarding tempo. The senses sight and hearing are investigated to see the relative importance for timing when removing one or both of them. When removing both, the musicians need to trust their own internal pulse. Subjective tests are made with the University of Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra is recorded when playing a piece especially written for this occasion and a piece by Mozart. Onset of every tone is detected and compared to each other, to see the level of synchronicity. The studies show larger deviations between musicians when playing with just sight than with just hearing but both senses are needed to get the best timing. When removing both sight and hearing other cues are used to be able to play in synchrony and vibrations from the bass section were more noticed by musicians in other sections. Different seating arrangements are tested and the the setup where the orchestra sits closest together improve timing in all settings. This investigation indicate that many senses influence the ability to synchronise. Therefore, acoustic measurements alone can not explain the features of the stage, at least not when it comes to playing synchronised.
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how musicians in a symphony orchestra are able to synchronise their playing. The thesis will investigate the relative importance of sight, hearing and internal pulse for timing. In an orchestra, distances between musicians up to around 20 meter are common. The sound may then be delayed up to around 60 milliseconds between musicians, which is too large for good timing in sensitive parts. Therefore, musicians must use other senses or compensate for the delay to be able to synchronise [15]. The subject is interdisciplinary and figure within stage- and psycho acoustics, psychology and music. The authors own experience as an amateur musician has come good in hand.

This thesis investigates how important the sight is for ensemble and timing. In the field of acoustics for concert halls, research of the sound experience for the audience is more investigated than the situation for the performers on stage. Since 1980 more research in stage acoustics has been made, but most investigations focus on acoustics and hearing only. The consensus is that the hearing is most important, but at the same time measurements and subjective tests are often uncorrelated. It could be that the wrong aspects is measured. The results will increase the understanding of the timing mechanism and be helpful for designing stages for symphony orchestras.

1.1 Purpose

The objectives of the work are to

1. Investigate the relative importance of sight and hearing for timing in symphony orchestras.

2. Investigate the importance of common inner pulse for timing in symphony orchestras.

3. Find out how different seating arrangement and features of the room affects the timing in symphony orchestras. Especially, how aural cues from large distances (with large time delays) influence timing.
1.2 Limitations

The thesis will increase knowledge of what parameter is the most important to obtain high precision in timing, it will not present any design propositions. The goal is to increase the knowledge of the timing process and this could give increased knowledge of how timing can be improved. Other qualities of stage acoustics, such as balance, reverberance from the hall, noise levels, lightning and so on, are not considered. Aspects due to vibrations on stage are also left aside of this work. The result deals with timing in chamber and symphony orchestras and may not be applicable for other ensembles. There are some small method adjustments due to the limited time with the orchestra.

Figure 1.1: Elephant eating grass (Frida Bohman 2016). Elephants have nothing to do with the subject of this thesis but the author is impressed by the matriarchy they live in and the organisations working to protect them from poachers.

1.3 Report structure

The following chapters describe the different parts of the subject. First, the literature review that look in to what have been done earlier. The following Methods chapter describes how the subjective tests are prepared and conducted and also the theory behind the analysis. Finally, the the results and conclusions from the tests are presented in the Result and Discussion chapter.
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Literature Review

In this chapter, literature in the multidisciplinary field is presented and explanations of all fields are included. This forms the background and gives fact that all tests are based upon in this thesis. The literature provide some research where the timing among musicians is tested but just for smaller ensembles, not in an orchestra as in this thesis.

2.1 Music

The tests in this thesis are concentrated to the cause of a symphony orchestra. This ensemble is interesting because of the sometimes large distances between the musicians. Large distances means long travel time for the sound and delay of the music to the other musicians [2]. In this section the practice of music is investigated in the literature, in regards to how timing works in music playing.

2.1.1 Orchestra arrangement

The different distances between musicians within the orchestra differ more than the distances between most of the audience positions and different musicians in the orchestra. Most people in the audience sit so far away that the extra distance, between for example the front and the back of the stage, have a small impact on the sound levels and the arriving of sound. But for the musicians, there is a big difference in level and delay for sound from self and others. In larger halls the stage width is often around 20 meters resulting in delays around 58 milliseconds and somewhat lower levels than in smaller halls. Which sections that are most far apart depend on the seating arrangements on stage [2]. There are no written rules in regards to how the orchestra should sit, it may change due to the settings on stage or the piece of music. But most symphony orchestras either use European or American seating, see them in figure 2.1. In American seating the first violins and the celli are on the opposite sides of the stage and in the European seating the celli change places with the second violin [9]. The subjective tests in this thesis are using
the European arrangement for the structural test and the American seating for the Mozart test.

![European seating](image1)

![American seating](image2)

**Figure 2.1:** European and American orchestra seating [9].

Both the arrangement of the orchestra and the directivity affects the direct sound levels on stage from the different instruments. Compared to the brass and woodwinds the strings sits further apart. The stages are more wide than they are deep and traditionally strings sit in the front. This is partially because of their weaker sound power level. Due to this the outermost string musicians sit further apart than the outermost musicians in the brass and woodwind sections [2].
2.1.2 Visual and aural cues

Every member of an orchestra looks at the conductor to follow the music. A single member of the ensemble can also rely on the leader of the voice to have contact with the concertmaster who have the best access to see what the conductor does. The conductor’s communication is purely visual and the beat and expression is visualised with a baton or just body language. The conductor’s whole body shows with gestures what character the music have. Elaine Goodman [4] describes how the musicians in an ensemble, with or without conductor, also use their body to communicate in their playing. Some things are decided in advance, who makes eye contact with whom to start after a long pause or who gives the tempo in the beginning of the piece. Other things comes intuitive. For example a slow passage in the piece of music might make the performers retain still while a more lively passage will make the performers move more. This comes more naturally over a period of time when making music together and the musicians are hardly aware of some visual signals.

Aural communication to ensure that the tones are played in synchronicity consists of listening, anticipation and reaction to the signal and cues from other ensemble members. The individual musician needs to both concentrate and listen to her own play and at the same time adjust to the music produced from the rest of the ensemble [4]. The human auditory system, which are the hearing system and the psychological processing of what is heard, are able to centre its attention to one of many competing sounds. This is important on stage when for example one section must synchronise with the soloist but have both the background from other sections and the reflected and reverberant sound. The musicians use a primitive and schema-based processing to isolate the specific section from the whole sound field. This is called a perceptual stream [5].

![Figure 2.2: Elephant with water (Frida Bohman 2016).](image)

2.2 Timing

The onset time difference that is consciously perceptive as asynchronised by humans is around 20 milliseconds. Deviations smaller than that are not noticed in the
performance [15]. In this section literature are reviewed about how synchronisation for single persons and ensembles works. Both string quartets and piano duetts have been investigated by other researchers but not symphony orchestras.

2.2.1 Human timing

Meter, pulse, tactus and rhythm are several worlds that describe elements in music that can be synchronised to. Synchronisation, or timing, consists of many parts and cannot be addressed to just one ability of humans [16]. Roekelein [13] concludes that time perception for humans is an ability where attention is needed for several stimuli simultaneously. This is how Large [6] describes it: “The neural resonance theory of pulse and meter holds that listeners experience dynamic temporal patterns, and hear musical events in relation to these patterns, because they are intrinsic to the physics of neural systems involved in perceiving, attending, and responding to auditory stimuli.”

Timing is requested in many fields. As been said earlier, deviations from the common tempo in music can be detected when they are over 20 milliseconds. For a tennis player the limit is four milliseconds between the best hit and not and a baseball player need to get the attention for the ball, prepare the swing and hit the ball in less than 600 milliseconds (0.6 seconds). To be able to do this, in sports as well as in music, the time before the action is the most important. When a movement or other action should be synchronised with an external event, such as other musicians or the conductor, it is sometimes called coincident timing. The changing environment provides the receptor with information that makes it possible to anticipate and know when the action should take place. The information is continually updated [16].

Humans sometimes adjust their timing to deviations above their consciousness. Madison and Merker [7] investigate this in an experiment with 22 participant using a beating drumstick on a drum when hearing the short sound of a cowbell in their ears. The purpose is to show their timing to isochronic tones, i.e regular beats of a single tone. The result show that they can adjust to the small deviations oblivious. There were no difference between musically trained participants and participants with limited musical experience. When the deviations where above the perceptual threshold for timing deviations, i.e. 20 milliseconds, the musicians though had a small advantage.

2.2.2 Timing in ensemble

An ensemble is a group of people performing together and can be anything from a duo to a full symphony orchestra. Goodman [4] concludes that the most fundamental for the performing group is that the different voices fit together in the ensemble as well for the listener in the audience. Keeping timing is one of the bridge stones for
this. To keep the timing musicians will play by their body’s internal pulse that is adjusted to the main tempo. The whole ensemble shares a common clock which makes the musicians play synchronised. The piece of music often has bars and the individual musician could subdivide or lengthen her beats as long as it fits in the bar that is in the main tempo. Timekeeping depend on anticipation and reaction. The note played is a reaction to the previous note and is also formed by an anticipation on when it should be played to synchronise.

Rasch [12] claims that the investigation of timing and synchronisation is primary an investigation of the onset of the tone. The notes in a piece of music could have different lengths but still start at the same moment. In that moment the onset decides if the voices are synchronised or not. Goodman [4] continues with that there will always be asynchronous in music. A group of people are not able to play the note exactly at the same time but will more or less affect the performance. Skilled musicians can create an illusion of perfect ensemble so that this is what the audience hear. Problems in timing can come when playing different instruments or sitting in different distances from the audience. The orchestra members adapt their onset of notes to where they sit. Players in the front make sure that they are together and players in the back play ahead of the beat to be synchronised with the players in front.

As the aural cues can be misleading when the sound is delayed the visual cues are important. It is easier to synchronise faster tempos than slower because the individual players need to subdivide by them selves in slower tempos. A long pause creates more difficulties in timing for the same reason. For these parts of the piece visual cues are important for the ensemble [2]. Goodman [4] claims that the reason aural communication is more important in ensemble than visual is because "we hear music, we don’t see it". But she also points out the importance of visual communication in music and how it contributes to more possibilities of cooperative performances. The conductor’s role is purely visual and helps the ensemble to improve the timing. The conductor makes moves and lets the musician react to it and learn what to anticipate from it [4]. The role of the conductor is not further investigated in this thesis.

Timing is examined in different types of ensembles. Wing et al. [15] investigated the ensemble playing of a string quartet. When playing string quartet there is variability that often is intentional but sometimes unintentional and cannot be eliminated by
practice. Gain can be used to hide or boost the asynchronicity. Timing can depend on which instrument has the most important melody. The string quartet members tend to adjust more to the first violin and the first violin could vary more in timing than the others. Palmer and Goebl\cite{11} test synchronisation of timing with a pair of pianists. The pianists sit at the same piano and play together. There is one leader which the pianist playing the second voice should follow. The musicians get different ways of auditory feedback, from just hearing one self to hearing everything from both. Motion analysis show that when having no auditory feedback the motions are more concise and clear. The leader raise fingers higher, to show more, and the pair of pianists’ head movements became more synchronised. This probably helps them play together despite the lack of auditory feedback.

Playing in synchrony with the beat makes the next sequence predictable and even when producing ritardando and rubato, the musicians in an ensemble can be together in good synchrony. This is shown by finger tapping experiments. Merker and Madison\cite{8} show that when providing participants in the study with a beat with changing tempo, the participant will proceed changing the tempo but in the opposite direction when turning the sequence off and continuing by them selves. This is regardless of if the participant have musical training or not. The need to synchronise with others and with external cues are common in musical performance. The music has a musical pulse, called tactus, which underlies the rhythmic. When playing in pulse the synchrony helps the performer to be in time and eliminate some reaction time and not lag behind. Merker and Madison show both how well the participants can synchronise when the sequences are changing tempo and also how well the continuation after the sequences is done. The continuation is the production directly after the sequences and is influenced by the synchronisation of them. In the tapping experiment the participants that are musically trained tend to decrease their tempo when coming to the end of the sequence, whereas non musical trained did not.

Dammerud\cite{2} state that when there is masking going on with timing or level from other instruments it is the cochlea that can not define what the wanted instrument is playing. This can not be trained away. The masking is enhanced by louder sound levels from other instruments but is also dependent on when the onset of the tone is. The brass need to be ahead of the beat so that the sound for the audience arrive at the same time as the rest of the orchestra. But because of their loud sound level, arriving to early to the strings can entail masking their string colleagues sound from the other side of the stage. Aural and visual cues cooperate and if they differ it is easier to play if the delay is consistent.

### 2.3 Stage acoustics design

The stage in a concert hall is often developed to be good for symphony orchestras. The musicians should hear oneself and other ensemble members sufficiently well to be able to adjust timing, dynamics and tone. The sound heard by the conductor
in the front of the stage should equal to the sound heard by the audience. For rehearsals good speech communication is important across the stage and especially from the conductor[5]. This section treats the subject of stage acoustics and summarise aspects influencing the building of stages for symphony orchestras.

2.3.1 Surfaces surrounding the stage

The variables affecting the stage acoustics are the geometry and acoustic properties, such as absorption and diffusion, of walls, reflectors, shielding and seating arrangement of the musicians. The surfaces design with different reflection, angle, diffusion and absorption collaborate to get the best result. A good stage design would enhance the sound for weak instruments and lower the sound from the strongest instruments [9]. Dammerud [2] has in his PhD thesis gathered all research there is about stage acoustics and among other things concluded that the people on stage have an impact of the propagation of sound within the symphony orchestra. Below 500 Hz this is not distracting the propagation too much.

For frequencies in the 63 and 125 octave bands the direct sound and floor reflections have contributing interference. If the musicians are more than three meter apart the floor reflections have higher level than the direct sound. These frequencies are for example found in the cello and bass section. For frequencies above 500 Hz do the orchestra have an great impact for attenuation of sound propagation. For 14 meter it can be 12 dB. A high frequency loss of the direct sound makes it more difficult for the musicians to play together. For 1 kHz the loss is 9 dB and for 2 kHz, 12 dB. These are levels for flat floor. The sound levels in the string section are relatively
low and the sound between them is stopped by humans, music stands, chairs and
instruments. If the outer most players are placed on risers it will improve both sight
t-lines and the sound propagation from these sections, but especially for cello and
double bass, sitting on risers can lead to less valuable resonance from the floor. The
floor reflections will also be reduced, particularly in the 250 Hz band [2].

![Diagram of concert halls](image)

**Figure 2.5:** The floors of different types of concert halls [9]. The shadowed area marks the stage.

Sound energy on stage has been measured in several ways, mostly in a scale model.
Wenmaekers and Hak [14] did not have access to a real orchestra but did an experi-
ment on real scale with dummies with pink fleece pyjamas on, formed and absorbing
as male persons to see what effect the orchestra members have on the reflections.
The conclusions from the measurements are that the humans in the orchestra have
a great impact on both the direct sound and early reflected sound. Dammerud’s
findings agree with that the measurements done without the orchestra on stage
result in significant errors. The errors are most significant with sound-receiver dis-
tances larger than one meter. For stage measurements the orchestra is needed for
them to be valid. Especially for the early part of the impulse response. After 100
milliseconds the influence is not important. When not having an orchestra the scale
model or computer model is the most cost efficient way to measure, but the most
valid studies involves a full symphony orchestra.
This chapter describes all the aspects on this thesis’ way of finding out how sight and hearing affect timing in symphony orchestras. Tests with musicians, a questionnaire and some small interviews are conducted.

Figure 3.1: Musicians in black clothes, ear cuffs and sunglasses (Annakarin Berntson 2016).

The main part of the investigation is a systematic test, recording the orchestra playing a short piece of music written for this test. The orchestra also makes a test when playing a piece by Mozart and fills in a questionnaire after each try-out. Before the tests two preparing tests are conducted to test how sight and hearing could be removed and also enables the author to test how it feels playing in ensemble with these features. The results from them are found in chapter 4. The synchronisation is analysed by numerical onset detection of close microphone recordings on musicians and two dummy heads. This analysis is made in Matlab, a software for numerical programming. The data is treated with the statistical analyse software SPSS and data from the questionnaires are treated in the spreadsheet program Microsoft Excel. These analyses methods are used to make the relative comparison between sight and
hearing. Listening to the recordings is also an important method of analysis, this is done in all results.

### 3.1 Parameters and try-outs

The test with the orchestra is a systematic test that combine different parameters to get a result for the relative importance of sight and hearing. The parameters are:

1. sight (eye1)/ no sight (eye0)
2. hearing (ear1)/ no hearing (ear0)
3. starting with clicks from one side (click)/ starting by the conductor (dir)
4. different seating arrangements (arr1, arr2, arr3)

For masking the hearing of others (parameter ear0) the participants wear ear cuffs with pink noise when playing. The ear cuffs are of the model Peltor HTM79A. Each ear cuff is coupled to a receiver which gets pink noise generated from a computer in to the transmitter in a wireless in-ear system, see equipment list in section 3.7. The isolation and the noise mask the surrounding musicians sound but is quiet enough for the participants to hear themselves. To eliminate sight (parameter eye0) the lightning is switched off after the conductor have started the orchestra. This is not sufficient to hide all movements from the musicians so they wear sunglasses and black clothes as seen in figure 3.1, to be certain they do not see each other. The conductor of the orchestra starts the piece by conducting two measures before the first tone. In the other way of starting, a loudspeaker with metronome clicks on the right side of the orchestra is ticking two measures before the first tone. This is to simulate cues from another musician on another position on stage.

![Figure 3.2: No sight eye0 (Frida Bohman 2016).](image)

![Figure 3.3: No hearing ear0 (Frida Bohman 2016).](image)
In figure 3.4 the four different seating arrangements are shown. Arr1 is to simulate everybody sitting on the last desk. This causes the musicians having the largest distance between each other. The distance between the left and right parts of the orchestra is 12.44 meter resulting in a delay of 36.25 milliseconds. In arr2, the musicians are sitting almost normal for strings. Arr3 makes the musicians sit as closely together as possible and is made as a comparison to arr1 where the musicians sits very far apart. The fourth seating arrangement shows how the musicians are seated when playing the second piece of music.

![Figure 3.4: Seating arrangements and recording positions](image)

All these parameters are combined with each other into 24 try-outs. They are listed in table 3.1. All try-outs in one position are made after each other. The order of the try-outs within one position are randomised. To see if the method of recording is resistant and check reliability, four of the try-outs from arr1 are played once more in the end of the session. The result is that the second recordings are better. The first ones can be seen as rehearsing the piece.
3. Methods

Table 3.1: Try-outs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arr1eye0ear0click</th>
<th>arr2eye0ear0click</th>
<th>arr3eye0ear0click</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>arr2eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>arr3eye0ear0dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear1click</td>
<td>arr2eye0ear1click</td>
<td>arr3eye0ear1click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear1dir</td>
<td>arr2eye0ear1dir</td>
<td>arr3eye0ear1dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0click</td>
<td>arr2eye1ear0click</td>
<td>arr3eye1ear0click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>arr2eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>arr3eye1ear0dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear1click</td>
<td>arr2eye1ear1click</td>
<td>arr3eye1ear1click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>arr2eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>arr3eye1ear1dir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the systematic try-outs the most interesting settings are chosen and applied on a full orchestra playing Mozart Piano concerto number 23. This enables comparisons between different types of music and also tests the timing when the orchestra plays a piece they normally play.

![Figure 3.5: Sjöströmssalen in Artisten (Karl Tillberg 2016).](image)

3.2 Room and orchestra arrangement

The tests are conducted in Sjöströmsalen in Artisten, the home of the Academy of Music and Drama. See a picture of the hall in figure 3.5. To describe the acoustic condition in the hall impulse responses are measured. The impulse responses of the
concert hall are measured according to ISO 3382 with the measurement program Room Capture where all common acoustic measures are achieved [1]. Twelve measurements are conducted and the reverberation time that is displayed in chapter 4.1 is the mean from these. In figure 3.6 is a picture from the measurement.

Figure 3.6: The loudspeaker that play the sound when measuring impulse response in the hall (Karl Tillberg 2016).

In the systematic test and the Mozart test the participating musicians belong to The University of Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra. The musicians in this orchestra are students in the Master’s program in Symphonic Orchestra Performance. They have degrees of Bachelor of Fine Arts or the equivalent full time professional musicians studies and have played their instruments 15-20 years. The strings from the symphony orchestra plays in the systematic test. These are ten violins, six violas, four celli and two double basses. Together 22 musicians. The onset of tones are different for different instruments [9] so it is important to only use one type of onset for the test. It is a good choice to use the string section to test on. As mentioned in 2.1.1 the
strings are a large group used to sit together but further apart than other sections of the orchestra. Therefore only strings are included in the systematic test. For the Mozart test the winds and one pianist are added, forming an orchestra of 29 people. The winds are one flute, two clarinets, one bassoon and two french horns. 50 extra chairs and music stands are placed on the stage to simulate the acoustic influence of an symphony orchestra with 70 musicians. For an even more accurate orchestra situation there would be more people on stage as they are absorbing and screening. This is not possible in practice for this test but the situation is considered sufficient for this study.

3.3 Test piece

The piece of music played by the orchestra in the systematic test is composed by the author and is found in Appendix A. When composing the piece several components are considered to make it as useful for the test as possible. The beginning and the end of the piece have the same rhythm to see the difference in timing when played the second time - whether the participants are more or less synchronised in the end compared to the beginning. The piece has a very simple rhythm and tones so it can be learnt fast. There should be no difference between playing it the third time or the 20Th time and the musicians need to learn the music by heart to be able to play with no sight. In the middle, the voices have a little difference in rhythm and the piece changes between pizzicato and arco. Pizzicato is when a string instrument is played by being plucked by a finger. Arco is when the musician uses the bow to play their string instrument. The pizzicato gives a short tone and therefore a distinct onset which helps the analysis of the test but it is also interesting to see the change from arco to pizzicato and the opposite. All musicians tend to increase the tempo when playing pizzicato and the time it takes changing from arco to pizzicato could be something that affects timing [3]. 12 measures takes about 30 seconds when playing 100 bpm and is a suitable time for the test. If the voices are spread in frequency and spatial cue they are easier to distinguish between and this is considered when writing the arrangement. The other piece played is Concerto in A major by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, in this report called Mozart. This is a piece for pianoforte and orchestra. It can also be seen in Appendix A.
3. Methods

3.4 Questionnaire

The questionnaires in appendix B are made to complement the measured results and to give a subjective view from the musicians. Each musician is asked how difficult it was to play in synchronicity with each special setting. Immediately after each try-out every musician fills in the questionnaire. This is asked in the questionnaire:

How well is your playing today? With answers: bad, medium, good, very good.

How difficult was timing (playing synchronised together) in this situation? 1 is very easy and 6 is very difficult. With answers: 1 to 6.

Both questions have an even number of answer alternatives to force the participants not to choose the middle, something that they are likely to do when that option is possible. The first question is to be able to eliminate participants that may have a bad day and therefore play with less timing than they normally do. The result from the questionnaires are combined with small interviews and comments from individual musicians in the orchestra.

3.5 Numerical onset detection

Close microphone recordings are made on a couple of instruments in every voice, the positions seen in 3.4. Every try-out has its own project with 13 channels each. Two violin 1, two violin 2, two viola, two cello, one double bass, two channels binaural conductor position and two channels binaural audience position. When playing Mozart one flute and one clarinett are also recorded. Wave audio files from each try-out are achieved from the digital audio workstation. Numerical onset detection are made on every wave file from the instruments. This is to find the onset of every tone and compare them to each other. The original signal from the wave audio file looks like figure 3.7. The signal is squared to get only positive numbers and to see where the maximum levels are. This makes it easier to use only one threshold when detecting the onsets in a later step.
3. Methods

Figure 3.7: Original signal from Cello1 playing arr3ear0eye1.

A lowpass filter is applied on the signal to make a more smooth curve and get rid of blur in the signal. This filter is a windows sinc filter with a cut of frequency of 35 Hz. The cutoff frequency is when the curve in the low pass filter has decreased three decibels from when it starts to cut in the levels. All frequencies below 35 Hz go through the filter without any reduce. In figure 3.9 is this lowpass filter and in 3.10 a part of the signal that has been filtered are displayed. The later figure shows both the original signal and the filtered one.

Figure 3.8: Squared signal from Cello1 playing arr3ear0eye1.
3. Methods

Figure 3.9: Lowpass filter

Figure 3.10: Part of signal that have been treated by a lowpass filter. The smooth curve is the treated one.

Taking the signal through a filter makes a delay, see figure 3.10. The delay has no effect on the analysis as all signals are treated with the same filter and therefore get the same delay. The relative distance between the tones of different instruments is interesting here, not the actual time. Then a threshold is applied telling when the amplitude goes over a specified value. Since only the onset time of every tone is interesting, this is a useful method. The onset times are marked with crosses in figure 3.11.
3. Methods

Figure 3.11: Crosses where the threshold marks the onsets.

The data with times of every onset from each instrument recorded is included in a matrix. Sometimes the musician is playing quieter and some tone is not detected and sometimes other sounds may come in to the recording and are detected in the Matlab script as extra tones. The signal must be cleaned up as only the onset of the tone will be analysed. The onset is the most interesting part when it comes to timing according to 2.2.2 and is also the easiest part of the tone to detect. The row of data for every recorded instrument needs to be manually checked and disowned the right direction in the matrix so the columns conform for every tone and wrong detections are removed. Since this is very time consuming only parts of the recordings are analysed. The first five measures and the last four are chosen. In these measures all voices of the orchestra have the same rhythm and it is the same rhythm in the beginning and the end. This makes it easier to compare. The middle part of the piece do affect the other parts and is taken into consideration when listening to the recordings but these measures are not treated in the numerical onset detection. Eight try-outs are chosen to be analysed with the onset detection, which can be seen in 4.3. These are considered most interesting because they contain the orchestra playing with just sight and with just hearing in all three seating arrangements. Having both sight and hearing and having neither of them in arr2 also are analysed. Further are other try-outs, that are not treated with the numerical onset analyse, listened to and conclusions are drawn from that.

3.6 Statistical analysis

The times from the numerical onset detection are merged in to a matrix in figure 3.12 where every instrument are listed in the selected try-outs.
3. Methods

Figure 3.12: The collected onset times, $t_{\text{onset},i}$, in seconds and the mean value for every beat.

To get a measure at how well synchronised the particular try-out is, the mean absolute deviation, MAD, is calculated for every beat.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{i} t_{\text{onset},i} &= t_{\text{onset,mean}} \\
|t_{\text{dev},i}| &= t_{\text{MAD}}
\end{align*}
\] (3.1, 3.2, 3.3)

where

$t_{\text{onset},i}$ is the actual time the beat is played by one instrument

$t_{\text{onset,mean}}$ is the mean time of the onset

$t_{\text{dev},i}$ is the deviation from the mean time of the onset

$t_{\text{MAD}}$ is the Mean Absolute Deviation

In figure 3.13 $t_{\text{MAD}}$ is calculated for every beat in one try-out. The mean absolute deviation is not equal to the more common standards deviation, nor the absolute value, it is the actual mean deviation in time from the mean value of the onset.
times. In music played by humans there is no absolute correct time where the beat should be but this makes a time to relate to. There is no correct time since there are always small variations in interpretation. The mean absolute deviation $t_{MAD}$ is calculated for the beginning and ending part of every try-out. The onset times from eye1ear0dir and eye0ear1click for all three seating arrangements and for eye1ear1 and eye0ear0 for arr2 are treated this way. See equations 3.1 to 3.3.

The analyses of the answers from the questionnaires in Appendix B are conducted for every try-out. The answers are analysed to see common statistical metrics including its mean and median. Mode is also calculated which gives the most common answer. This makes it able to list the try-outs from most difficult to least, as considered by the musicians. To compare the answers for eye1ear0 and eye0ear1 different statistical techniques to compare set or groups are used. Significance test were applied with five percent significance level. The try-outs for eye1ear0 and eye0ear1 in each one of the three seating arrangement are analysed with the statistical non parametric tests Mann-Whitney U Test and Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. Non parametric tests are used when there are too few data points to achieve normal distribution or when data is skewed. These specific tests are used when the mean score of a continuous variable is compared between two groups or two sets of data. In the questionnaire data: “How difficult”. By doing these tests it is possible to see whether the different seating arrangements have different effects on the timing and to see how the different parameters affect the try-outs in the same seating arrangement. The coefficient Cronbach’s Alpha check the consistence between the try-outs. Further information about these statistical techniques are found below.

### Figure 3.13:

The deviation, $t_{dev,i}$, in seconds for every instrument and beat and the mean absolute deviation, $t_{MAD}$, in seconds for every beat.
3. Methods

3.6.1 Mann-Whitney U Test

Mann-Whitney is used to see the differences between two groups where the groups are supposed to be independent of each other. For this thesis is Mann-Whitney U test used for the analysis of the try-outs with Mozart. The first group is eye1ear0 and the other one is eye0ear1, for arr1, arr2 and arr3. For example, is eye0ear1 as difficult as eye1ear0 in arr1? Other tests that are used when there are a larger amount of data compares means of the two groups, while Mann-Whitney uses the median of each group [10]. In the output of the test the significance level is the most interesting. If the significance level from the output of the test are less than or equal 0.05, five percent, the result is significant and there is a statistically significant difference between the two groups.

3.6.2 Wilcoxon Signed Ranked Test

The Wilcoxon test compares two related samples where the same participants have been measured under different conditions. The different conditions in this case are all the try-outs with eye1ear0 and all the try-outs with eye0ear1. The Wilcoxon test does neither compare means as they convert the answers to ranks instead and compare the different conditions with them. If the significance level in the output from this test are less or equal than 0.5 it means that the two samples are significantly different [10].

3.6.3 Cronbach’s Alpha

The Cronbach’s Alpha is the most commonly used coefficient to show internal consistency within a set of data. It gives a value of how high the equality is between the try-outs in the set. The value is between zero and one where one shows that the set of data is consistent and hang together. If they are measuring the same thing. When the coefficient is one, the different variables have perfect correlation, everything over 0.5 is ok. Cronbach’s Alpha when items deleted takes out one try-out at a time in the set to see whether the correlation withing the sets gets better [10].

3.7 Recording equipment

1. Microphones: 13 miniature microphones, DPA 4099 and 4060, placed on instruments in the orchestra. Four of them are placed in pairs on two dummy heads to get a binaural recording from the conductors position and from an audience position (see figure 3.14). Six DPA violin clips to mount the microphone on the instruments, two for violoncello and one for double bass.
3. Methods

2. Sound interface: Focusrite Sapphire 56, 8 channels. Microphone preamplifier: RME Octomic, 8 channels.

3. Digital audio workstation: Protools

4. Wireless system to send noise to ear cuffs: One transmitter SR 300 IEM G3 and 30 receivers EK 300 IEM G3

5. 29 ear cuffs 3M Peltor HTM79A

Figure 3.14: Dummy head in audience position (Karl Tillberg 2016). See figure 4.3 for position in the audience.
4

Result and Discussion

The aim is to find the answers for the objectives in section 1.1. They could be rewritten to the questions: Is it hearing or sight that have the most relative importance for playing in synchrony? Is there any difference between the beginning of the piece and the end? Is it more difficult to play synchronised with Mozart than one very easy piece of music? Do the different instrument groups behave differently and how do the different seating arrangements and distances between musicians affect the results?

4.1 Measurements of the hall

Impulse response measurement gives a lot of information about the room and here are some information displayed. The orchestra tests are not depending on the room, more than it should be in a normal concert hall for the orchestra. The onset times are just relative to each other, but different acoustics could probably affect the ability to synchronise. No comparison between halls are made to test that. The reverberation time is displayed in octave bands from 125 Hz to 4000 Hz. This is the interval where the loudspeaker used for the measurement is omni-directional and has enough power. T30 is interpolated to get the reverberation time of T60. It is quite short reverberation time in this hall as seen in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Reverberation time for concert hall used in thesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octaveband</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>2k</th>
<th>4k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T60</td>
<td>1,98</td>
<td>1,84</td>
<td>1,72</td>
<td>1,53</td>
<td>1,42</td>
<td>1,23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this test variable absorptive roller curtains are exposed in the hall. Figure 4.1 shows the impulse response between the first violinist position on one side of the stage and the double base position on the other side of the stage, 15.9 meter apart. The first top in figure 4.1 is the direct sound and some strong reflections are following shortly after. After 10 milliseconds delay there is a strong reflection. That corresponds to an extra distance of 3.43 meter for the reflected sound, compared to the direct sound. These early reflections come from the floor, the nearest wall if the instrument is near to one, the grand piano in the middle of the stage or music
4. Result and Discussion

**Figure 4.1:** Impulse response between the first violin and the double bass in arr1.

stands. Reflection from the ceiling and overhead reflectors comes later as it has larger distance to the orchestra. In figure 4.2 and 4.3 there are drawings of the hall and distances between musicians on stage and audience. Short delay reflections are colouring the sound by changing its interference pattern. All the other clutter reflections are the diffusion and reverberation of the room. The thing that affects the timing most is probably how long time the sound is taking from one side of the stage to the other. It takes 46.23 milliseconds from when the first violin is taking her tone until the double base hears it. When the bass tone has been played and travelled back to the violin $46.23 \times 2 = 92.46$ milliseconds have elapsed.
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Figure 4.2: Floor plan of the concert hall for arr1. Distances A-E are found in table 4.2.

Figure 4.3: Floor plan of the concert hall for arr3. Distances F-G are found in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: How long it takes for the sound to travel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letterin drawings</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance(m)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time(ms)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Result and Discussion

4.2 Preparing tests with duo and string quartet

Before the main test the different parameters need to be tested. Both the preparing tests are conducted in the concert hall of Gothenburg School of music and drama. This is the hall were the main test also is conducted. The first test is conducted by two people and the second with a string quartet. The first aim is to find out how the sound from the other musicians can be masked. The hypothesis is that an earmuff will isolate the player from the other musicians playing but not enough and by playing pink noise it can be sufficiently masked. The second aim is to get a subjective feeling on how difficult it is to synchronise when being far apart and removing visible and/or aural cues. The first test is conducted by musician A playing cello or piano and musician B playing the cello. Both trained amateur musicians. The string quartet is playing the real test piece with the right equipment and parameters to prepare for an efficient planning of the main test.

In table 4.3 and 4.4 different positions are tested and how they work. In the first table the different masking methods are tested. Different ear cuffs with different masking sound is tested. The first ear cuff is Peltor Sport Tac Hunting with 26 dB attenuation. The noise is from the radio in those. However these ear cuffs are not sufficient to mask the other player. The other option is a Peltor Optime II with 31 dB attenuation. In these ear cuffs pink noise is played through small headphones. It is possible to adjust the volume so that the noise could mask the other player while hearing of self is sufficient. The setup with head phones in Peltor Optime II is handmade and not possible to do for all ear cuffs needed. Therefor Peltor HTM79A with built-in head phones are obtained from the company 3M and used in the test. One important note is that the noise shall be gradually increased for the test persons. When starting the noise at its full volume the test persons can be frightened.

The results from when the musicians sit on different distances to each other, 10 and 0.9 meters, and test their reaction to the different parameters are displayed in table 4.4. Mostly playing a Russian piece for cello and piano named Im Garten. This is one easy piece with distinct beats. The test shows that the delay that comes with large distances clearly have an effect on the timing in ensemble playing. Synchronisation is much harder in large distances.

Table 4.3: Testing masking methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testnumber</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Music on celli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear0</td>
<td>pizz and arco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>pizz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. B need to concentrate to hear one self and do not hear A playing.

2. One test person is the leader and start playing. The other test person adjust to what is heard but the leader experience the tones to have a disturbing delay.
Table 4.4: Testing parameters in different distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testnumber</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Music on piano and cello</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>piano and cello, quarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear0</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye0ear0</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>Quarter notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>eye1ear0</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>eye1ear0</td>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>eye0ear1</td>
<td>eye0ear1</td>
<td>Im Garten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The follower do lag a bit.

4. The leader starts, follower lag. \( \frac{10m}{343 \text{m/s}} = 29ms \), \( 29 \times 2 = 58ms \) lag. From A to B, back to A that hears the lag.

5. Not synchronised in the middle. Ends at the same time. B with masked sound follows the movement from head and fingers from A.

6. Person with eye0ear0 plays just by one self. The other person can follow.

7. The leader hears that the other person lags.


10. Asynchronous from time to time. Person with eye1ear1 is the leader.

11. A start up time where there are much asynchronous but after that is the timing fine.

4. Result and Discussion

4.3 Main test with the orchestra

In the results for the main test are first the analysis of the numerical onset detection displayed with single values and deviations shown in box plots. Then the analysis of the answers from the questionnaires. In this test are the orchestra playing the piece of music by Lidar.

4.3.1 Results by the onsets times

The try-outs with parameters eye0ear1click (just hearing) are the opposite to eye1ear0dir (just sight). In eye0ear1click is the orchestra started by clicks and in the other by the conductor. These try-outs in all three seating arrangements are compared by analyse of the recorded sound both in Matlab and by listening and also analyse of the answers in the questionnaire. The try-outs are shown in table 4.5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.5: Try-outs compared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Just sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear0dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear0dir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In arr1 it is clear that eye1ear0 makes it more difficult to play in synchrony than eye0ear1, having just hearing to rely on. The same thing is detected for seating arrangement two but the difference is not as big. The mean values of deviations for different parts as well as the whole piece, measured as $t_{MAD}$ for every beat, are found in table 4.6. The value corresponds to how many milliseconds the musicians are before or after the beat on average. As told in chapter 2 the smallest deviation detected by humans is 20 milliseconds. All the values are over this mark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.6: Mean of mean absolute deviations times ($t_{MAD}$) for each try-out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seating arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 eye1ear0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 eye0ear1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eye1ear0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eye0ear1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eye1ear1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 eye0ear0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 eye1ear0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 eye0ear1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recordings for all instruments from these try-outs are processed in the Matlab script.
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**Figure 4.4:** Arr1eye1ear0: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.

**Figure 4.5:** Arr1eye0ear1: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.
where the onset of each tone is achieved. The box plots in figure 4.4, 4.5 and the following figures, show the deviations from the mean value of the onset times for every beat. Beats 1-13 are the first five bars and beat 14-24 are the last four bars of the Lidar piece. The plots paired together are the try-outs for the same seating arrangements.

The deviations become larger with just sight, eye1ear0, than with just hearing, eye0ear1. In the box plot the longer boxes and the longer whiskers that mark the most outer time onsets show this. Every box shows the upper and lower quartile around the median, which is marked as a line inside the box. The deviations can be related to the mean onset time of every beat that is on the zero line. When the median is above the mean line more musicians are before of the mean onset time than after and when having the median below the line many musicians are late relative to the mean onset time. The whiskers will only extend to 1.5 times of the box length. The rings and stars outside the whiskers are outliers that are more distant from the other observations. These onsets are way off from the others and therefore get their own dots and are not included in the whiskers. The mean onset time is the nearest we can come to a correct time of every beat. In the analysis of arr1 time onsets for Viola1 are deleted. It has too large deviations due to some difficulties in the onset detection.

Figure 4.6: First violins and violas on left side of the stage in arr1 (Annakarin Berntson 2016)
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Figure 4.7: Arr2eye1ear0: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.

Figure 4.8: Arr2eye0ear1: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.
A difference is noticed in arr2 compared to the other seating arrangements. The difference between the arr2eye1ear0 and the arr2eye0ear1 is just one millisecond in the end part of the piece, see table 4.6, which means no difference in value of synchronisation. The end part starts with all voices except cello/double bass having three beats brake. The base instruments have some notes leading to the end part and it is normal for the musicians to give extra attention to the voice playing to know when to start playing again. When taking away some senses the senses left are working harder. The musicians could feel the vibrations from cello and double bass through the floor (interview with musicians). This could make them aware of when to start and able to keep the timing throughout the piece. The vibrations are not considered in this thesis but the musicians mentioned the vibrations from the bass section several times. Vibrations that they, when playing normal pieces with all senses, don’t notice consciously.

In arr2 the musicians are seated as the strings normally do in a symphony orchestra, on a queue. A normal situation to them and this could be the reason why the end part is as synchronised in both cases. This is also part of the explanation why the beginning part in arr2eye1ear0 is much better than the end part. Another part of the explanation is that in the beginning of the end part it is clear to the musicians where they should look to know when to start, the cello/bass section, and they can follow them until the end.

Figure 4.9: Picture from recording session (Karl Tillberg 2016).
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**Figure 4.10:** Arr2eye1ear1: Using both senses.

**Figure 4.11:** Arr2eye0ear0: Can not see, can not hear.
It is interesting that arr2eye0ear1 is so much better synchronised than arr2eye1ear0. The deviation for the whole piece is 34 milliseconds for arr2eye0ear1 and 46 milliseconds for arr2eye1ear0. In eye0ear1, just hearing, the orchestra is started by clicks. The metronome clicks arrive later to the musicians on the left side on stage than to the orchestra members next to the loud speaker on the right side. So it would be harder to synchronise, but the musicians compensating for this some how. They differ in the first notes but the timing become better and better as the piece continues. This is more discussed in section 4.5. In arr2 even eye1ear1 is over the limit of synchronisation. The orchestra has a problem with synchronisation in this seating arrangement. It could be that they are missing the instruments that normally sits in the middle of the stage binding the two queues together. Try-out arr2eye1ear1 have so large deviations so it can be detected but it is still smaller than when removing one or two senses in arr2. Compare figure 4.10 and 4.11 to the other box plots for arr2.

![Figure 4.12: Picture from recording session (Karl Tillberg 2016).](image)

The deviations in arr3, seen in figure 4.13 and 4.14, differ from the other seating arrangements. The difference between eye1ear0 and eye0ear1 is smaller, it can be detected but not as much. The difference between the boxes in figure 4.4 and 4.5 are much larger. When sitting close together timing is not as affected when removing one sense. The advantage of sitting close together is also demonstrated further down in section 4.3.2 where the result of the Wilcoxon test with questionnaire data.
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4. Result and Discussion

Figure 4.13: Arr3eye1ear0: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.

Figure 4.14: Arr3eye0ear1: Deviation around the mean value of onset times in each beat.
4. Result and Discussion

4.3.2 Result Questionnaire

The answers from the questionnaires are treated with statistical techniques explained in the Method section 3.6. Comparing the median and mean of the answers shows that the musicians find the most difficult settings to play in synchrony are when playing try-outs with eye0ear0. In figure 4.7 every try-out is sorted from the most difficult in the top down to the least difficult. The least difficult to play in synchrony is eye1ear1. The try-outs in the middle are eye1ear0 and eye0ear1, where one sense is taken away. This mirrors the result from the other analyses above.

Table 4.7: Try-outs sorted from most difficult to least.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most difficult</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Std. D</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear0click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye0ear0click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>20 1</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye0ear0click</td>
<td>20 1</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye0ear1click</td>
<td>20 1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye0ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear1click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear0click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear0click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye0ear1click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye0ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear1click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear1click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear1click</td>
<td>21 0</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The musicians find the level of difficulty very different when playing with eye1ear0 than when playing with eye0ear1, even when sitting in the same way. The Significance level for both arr1 and arr2 in the output from the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test are below 0.05 meaning that there is a significant difference between the try-outs in the pair, eye1ear0 and eye0ear1. Arr2 have a ten times lower Significance level than arr1 so there it differ the most.
4. Result and Discussion

Eye1ear0 is often above eye0ear1 they have the same setting in the list in table 4.7, meaning that synchronisation is more difficult with eye1ear0 than eye0ear1. The big difference in the musicians' subjective opinions of the difficulties of eye1ear0/eye0ear1 could be affected by them having the hypothesis that eye1ear0 will be the most difficult. This hypothesis is demonstrated over and over again when talking to different people before the test, both participants and others. For arr3 there is no significant difference. The Significance level is above 0.05 by far. This is when sitting closest to each other which again seems to make synchronisation easier.

The answers from the musicians show how big differences there are when playing with only sight or with only hearing. To test the reliability of the try-outs in the structural test is the coefficient Cronbach’s Alpha declared for two sets of try-outs. The sets are shown in table 4.8 and 4.9. This is to see if some settings differ from the others. The first set are the three try-outs with eye1ear0, and the other with eye0ear1. For all three seating arrangements. Cronbach’s Alpha when item deleted take away one try-out at a time in the set and gives a value of the correlations within the try-outs left. The three parts are combined to a Cronbach’s alpha for the whole set. Both sets have 0.6-0.7 and that is an estimation of how good reliability the try-out have. A number above 0.5 indicates a good reliability, as told in section.
4. Result and Discussion

3.6. They measure the same things in the try-outs in every set. Even when having different seating arrangement the structural test and questionnaire in this thesis can tell how well only sight compared to only hearing is.

Table 4.8: Cronbach’s Alpha for eye1ear0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Try-out deleted</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha when one try-out deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>0.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole group</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If arr2 in the set for eye1ear0 is deleted the value fall down to 0.187, see table 4.8. This indicates the big difference there is between sitting far apart as in arr1 and very close as in arr3, when having just sight. Arr2, where the spacing is somewhere in between, is needed to make this group correlate well. Testing all parameters in all three seating arrangement are good for the results. For eye0ear1 the values are more even, not depending on which is deleted. Cronbach’s Alpha show that even if there are differences in the results from different settings they do indicate the same thing and correlate well to each other.

Table 4.9: Cronbach’s Alpha for eye0ear1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Try-out deleted</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha when one try-out deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arr1eye0ear1click</td>
<td>0.568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr2eye0ear1click</td>
<td>0.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arr3eye0ear1click</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole group</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Lidar vs Mozart

After recording all combinations of settings with the Lidar piece some of the try-outs are recorded with the Mozart piece. These try-outs are analysed by listening and questionnaire. The answers from the questionnaire are treated with the Mann-Whitney U Test. The output is seen in figure 4.16. In this test the try-outs where Mozart is played are compared to the try-outs Lidar is played. The Mean Rank in the third column shows how difficult the musicians find synchronisation in the different try-outs playing the different pieces of music. When having no hearing as in eye1ear0 they find it more difficult to play. In Mozart they think it is even more difficult than in Lidar. Mozart has a higher Mean Rank than Lidar and is therefore considered more difficult by the musicians. The try-out eye1ear1 have almost the same Mean Rank for both pieces. These musicians are well trained so playing any of these pieces with both sight and hearing at the same time is no problem.
for them. The Mann-Whitney U Test displays if there are statistically significant differences between synchronising playing Mozart and synchronising playing Lidar. The value in the bottom row, Significance level, is the conclusion. Eye1ear0 and eye0ear0 have Significance levels less than 0.05 meaning that there is a statistically significant difference when comparing the level of difficulty when playing the two pieces. As been said earlier the Mean Ranks for Mozart are higher so that piece is considered more difficult to play with good timing. Whereas eye1ear1 and eye0ear1 have significance levels above 0.05 meaning that there is no significant difference in difficulty when playing Mozart or Lidar in those try-outs according to the musicians directly after each try-out.

**Mann-Whitney Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stycke</th>
<th>Lidar</th>
<th>Mozart</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean Rank</td>
<td>Sum of Ranks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye1ear0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12,43</td>
<td>261,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34,97</td>
<td>1014,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye0ear0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18,67</td>
<td>392,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30,45</td>
<td>883,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye1ear1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24,00</td>
<td>504,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26,59</td>
<td>771,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye0ear1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23,05</td>
<td>484,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27,28</td>
<td>791,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Test Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stycke</th>
<th>eye1ear0</th>
<th>eye0ear0</th>
<th>eye1ear1</th>
<th>eye0ear1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>161,000</td>
<td>273,000</td>
<td>253,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon W</td>
<td>261,000</td>
<td>392,000</td>
<td>504,000</td>
<td>484,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-5,547</td>
<td>-3,095</td>
<td>-0.972</td>
<td>-1,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.16:** Output from the Mann Whitney U Test comparing the try-out playing Lidar and Mozart.

The summary of all answers from the questionnaire playing Mozart is seen in table 4.10. They are sorted with the try-out considered most difficult in the top down to the least difficult. Eye0ear0 is of course considered most difficult, which is understandable, but a surprising notice when listening to this try-out with Mozart is that it sounds very well and more synchronised than many other of the try-outs. This indicates that in Mozart the musicians have a common inner pulse that they could rely on because it was synchronised with others. This piece of music was rehearsed
more than the Lidar piece which helps them to have time to create this common pulse. Mozart was an experienced composer who knew how to write music to come to its best and also the musicians play this kind of music a lot. The Lidar piece is much more simple in its structure and tone choice but have deliberately been composed with some difficulties as pauses for everybody and then a synchronised start at the same time. This piece of Mozart has more long lines and a natural melody that may be easier to play just following the internal pulse. Both pieces are found in appendix A.

**Table 4.10: Most difficult Mozart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Try-out</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eye0ear0dir</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye1ear0dir</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.088</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye0ear1dir</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye1ear1dir</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Relation between different instrument groups

In the following figure 4.17, showing arr1eye1ear0 again, every recorded instrument can be followed to see who plays the different onsets.

![Figure 4.17: Arr1eye1ear0 again.](image)

It is possible to see whether the same person differs in the same way throughout the piece. The onset deviations from the different instruments vary in every beat but a few things are clear in this try-out. The majority of the red dots, marking the concert master from the first violin, is below the middle line, meaning that they
are ahead of the beat. This is also found when listening to recordings. The concert master do always have a leading role in an orchestra, with and without conductor. No instructions whether to be the leading part or not where given to the first violins, but this is so normal to them so even in this test they tend to lead.

Vla 02 with yellow dots seem to be around 100 ms after most of the time. It depends on the person playing that viola. The other viola player, vla 01, do often play one of the first onsets in the orchestra. Figure 4.17 are showing the try-out where there is only sight and the orchestra is started by the conductor. In figure 4.18 are the try-outs where the orchestra is started by clicks from the side and sitting in arr2 analysed. In this setting are the double-basses nearest to the loudspeaker and hears the click before the sound has travelled over the stage to the musicians on the other side. The loudspeaker used to start the orchestra with clicks is standing behind the double basses on the right side. The musicians nearest to the loudspeaker hear the click first, in arr2 the double bass, and 34 milliseconds later the click has arrived to the other side of the orchestra in arr2, the viola. See reference distances in figure 4.2. The distance between the musicians on different sides in arr1 is the same distance as E in table 4.2. The first tone from four try-outs with click start are showed in figure 4.18.

![Click start first tone](image)

**Figure 4.18:** Violas onset of first tone relative to double bass when starting with click, sitting on different sides of the stage.
The plus signs mark the double bass’ first tone in every try-out in the figure. The viola’s first tone is related to the double bass and marked with stars. In two of the try-outs, eye1ear0 and eye0ear1, the viola plays her onset tone after the double bass. According to the hypothesis the viola would be starting the tone later than the double bass and that happens in eye1ear0 and eye0ear1 but not in the two other try-outs. When playing with both senses active, eye1ear1, the onset are almost at the same time. Ten milliseconds are too little to be noticed as a difference when listening. But when taking away one sense the musician on the other side of stage is playing 30 milliseconds later, showing again that both sight and hearing are important.

The very first tone of the Lidar piece is of interest because it would be that tone that is affected by the starting clicks. The first tones are delayed in reference to the musicians nearest to the loudspeaker, but after a few notes the musicians that lag have adjusted to the other orchestra members. This is noticed when listening to the recordings of the try-outs with click start. The musicians on the other side of the stage are compensating because they notice that they are delayed by the distance. If they would only synchronise to what they hear the whole orchestra would slow down. Musicians on the other side are late from the start and the sound from them is delayed when going back to the first side. But the internal pulse alerts the musicians that they are producing a ritardando and keep up the tempo, despite of what they hear.

Figure 4.19: Elephant eating grass (Frida Bohman 2016).
Conclusion

All objectives from the introduction in section 1.1 have been investigated. A piece of music was especially composed by the author to test synchronisation of an orchestra. The studies show larger deviations in synchronisation between musicians when playing with just sight than with just hearing. The conclusion is that both senses are needed to get the best timing. When comparing the try-outs in arr2, deviations shown in table 4.6 are larger when taking away either sight or hearing than when having both. The orchestra seating on stage is affecting the ability to synchronise the onsets of tones. Different seating arrangements are tested and the setup where the orchestra sits closest together improve timing in all settings.

When removing both sight and hearing, other cues are used to be able to play in synchrony. Vibrations from the double basses and cellos with endpins connected to the floor were more noticed by musicians in other sections in this case. The importance of the common inner pulse is noticed from the result in section 4.4. The orchestra play the second movement of Mozart piano concerto 23 surprisingly synchronised when having no sight and no hearing. The piece has a consistent rhythm and long lines which probably helps to create a common inner pulse in an orchestra. These are subjects that could be further investigated.

The gathered results indicates that many senses influence the ability to synchronise. Therefore, acoustic measurements alone cannot explain the features of the stage, at least not when it comes to playing synchronised.
5. Conclusion
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A. Test pieces

Flauto
Clarinetto in G
Fagotto
Corni in G
Elettrone
Violino I
Violino II
Viola
Violoncello e Bassi
B. Questionnaires

Questionnaire 18 April 2016

Instrument: ___________ Number: _____

How well is your playing today?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Very good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How difficult was timing (playing synchronised together) in this situation? 1 is very easy and 6 is very difficult.
**B. Questionnaires**

Questionnaire 22 April 2016

Instrument: ______________ Number: ______

How well is your playing today?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Very good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How difficult was timing (playing synchronised together) in this situation? 1 is **very easy** and 6 is **very difficult**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test 31</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Simon 1 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 2 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 3 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 4 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 5 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 6 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |

| Simon 7 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |
| Simon 8 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 |

15:00 Instructions and Sound check
15:10 Rehersal without sheet music
15:20 31 eye1 ear0 dir 31eye1ear0dir
15:22 32 eye0 ear1 dir 32eye0ear1dir
15:24 34 eye1 ear1 dir 34eye1ear1dir
15:26 35 eye1 ear0 hel 35eye1ear0hel
15:28 36 eye1 ear1 in 36eye1ear1in
15:30 37 eye0 ear1 in 37eye0ear1in
15:32 38 eye1 ear0 in 38eye1ear0in
15:34 Simon 1 Simon1
15:37 Simon 2 Simon2
15:40 Simon 3 Simon3
15:43 Simon 4 Simon4
15:46 Simon 5 Simon5